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Agenda

1. Introductions

2. Update on progress
• Main recruitment

• Second randomisation and convalescent plasma

3. Hydroxychloroquine

4. Dexamethasone

5. Future plans

6. Q&A



Introductions

• One of the central study team will talk to the agenda

• If you have questions please enter them into the “Q&A” on the right side 
of your screen.

• Questions may be answered directly or to the whole group



PROGRESS UPDATE
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Current trial design
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Recruitment by site and by time



Second randomisation



Convalescent plasma

• 47 sites invited to participate, of which 17 are now open

• 42 participants recruited

• NHSBT are busy training transfusion laboratory staff and collecting plasma



When will we get some answers?

• We have!

• DMC continue to meet each fortnight: last met on 11 June:



HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE



Why did we test HCQ?

• In vitro data suggested HCQ had antiviral properties, possibly by inhibiting 
viral entry into cells

• Early reports of efficacy in COVID-19 (largely small, non-randomized 
studies)

• Widely available and cheap



Conclusions

• Current data suggest that HCQ provides no meaningful benefit for treating 
patients admitted to hospital with COVID-19

• Ongoing analyses of secondary outcomes

• Should change clinical practice in countries where HCQ is currently 
recommended
• USA, Brazil, India, China, S Korea, France, Italy, Netherlands



DEXAMETHASONE



Dexamethasone

• Recruitment stopped because sufficient participants recruited

• 2000 participants on dexamethasone vs 4000 controls provides very good 
(90%) statistical power to detect 18% reduction in risk of death

• Follow-up and analysis ongoing



FOLLOW-UP



Completeness is key

• Weekly reminders will be sent out by trial team to PI and staff with 
responsibility for completing Follow-up forms, highlighting participants 
randomised >28 days ago without complete form

• Please do complete these as soon as possible



Data queries

• Trial management team (Lucy, Karen, Sarah, Richard, Wojtek and Ayten) 
may be in touch about “data queries”

• Please respond as quickly as possible in order to get data ready for 
publications



SAE reporting

• Please remember that adverse events only need to be reported if they are 
both:
• SERIOUS (e.g. prolong admission, require significant intervention to avoid life-

threatening situation)

AND

• RELATED with reasonable probability to study treatment

• Please contact coordinating centre if such an event occurs.

• Please do not use “yellow card” system



FUTURE PLANS



Protocol amendment
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Carry on recruiting!

• Need to continue recruitment and collection of follow-up information to 
provide DMC with information about efficacy and safety of study 
treatments

• As admission rates fall, please focus efforts on recruiting as many admitted 
patients as possible

• Thank you!



Randomised Evaluation of 
COVID-19 Therapy:
the RECOVERY trial

Collaborators’ Meeting for Pregnancy 

1st June 2020



RECOVERY for pregnant women

1. Update on adaptions

2. Follow-up

3. Update on progress

4. Future plans

5. Q&A



RECOVERY for pregnant women



RECOVERY for pregnant women



Eligibility = same

• No criterion for ‘requiring oxygen’



Notes on eligibility

• What about women with a positive covid-19 swab result but 
initially admitted for another reason…?

• Are you uncertain about the benefits of treatment or not for this 
woman, and whether it might ‘treat’ or prevent deterioration?

• If you are uncertain, then reasonable to provide the information 
to the woman, offer the trial and make a shared decision. 

• For any woman reportable to UKOSS, ask yourself whether you 
can offer her participation in RECOVERY



Interventions = almost the same



Recent trial design
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Current trial design
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Use of drugs in pregnancy

Annex A: Trial drugs in pregnancy and during 
lactation

All trial drugs have been used in pregnant 
women with pre-existing medical disorders 
where benefits outweigh the risks to fetus or 
woman, including in the first trimester. The 
existing data related to each drug is summarized 
below.



New information for women



Convalescent plasma



Follow-up = the same, + linkage



Update on progress

• 159 pregnancy leads identified, supported by research 
midwives

• Midwife champions on board
• 14 women recruited



Update from UKOSS this week



UKOSS: SARS-CoV-2



Where are we now: positives

• Equity of access to the trial 

• Readiness for future cases

• Link with UKOSS for outcomes

• Research working across disciplines within sites

• Strong ongoing support from RH&C teams

• Blueprint for rolling out a trial in future



Where are we now: challenges

Previous

• Site set-up, including pharmacy

• Opened after peak

Ongoing

• Lower number of cases in maternity compared to rest of hospital 

• Uncertainty over different presentations/ overlap with normal 

obstetric presentations 



Moving forward

If reporting to UKOSS, check: can we offer the trial…?

Lessons learned from recruiting sites:
- Engaged PI
- Proactive research midwives and nurses
- Good liaison with main site PI (e.g. sharing information)
- Avoidance of ‘gatekeeping’
- Understanding fetal safety data (see UKTIS)
- Embedding into usual clinical care (aim of RECOVERY trial)



Q&A


